


Raising
the Bar
with Premium Spirits in the Well

Our members and guests expect quality 

and luxury from our properties down 

to the tiniest of details. That is why we 

commissioned Conciere, a premium 

spirits line for the well.





Our commitment to housing premium spirits 

in the well and continuing to raise the bar, 

is what sets our properties’ bar programs 

apart. Our patrons can look forward to a 

quality beverage experience with every 

cocktail, whether it is a back shelf option 

or a well pour.



From vodka originating from America’s heartland, using only 

locally-grown yellow corn, to rum produced in Puerto Rico at 

one of the largest and oldest family owned and operated rum 

distilleries in the Caribbean, our servers and bar staff can be 

confident that the well contains high-quality spirits. Conciere 

sources the highest quality ingredients and then master 

distillers and blenders transform these fruits, vegetables, 

botanicals, herbs and spices into premium spirits in AAA 

rated facilities.



GIN
This classic spirit is created using 

the finest 6-times distilled corn base 

distillate from America’s heartland. 

Conciere creates an exquisite gin 

infused with the classic botanical, 

Juniper, with notes of coriander and 

lemon peel. This well- balanced 

juniper forward gin will make a 

perfect GT or any other cocktail 

that calls for a gin spirit base.

40% ABV / 80 PROOF

SCOTCH
Blended from a selection of quality 

malt and grain whiskies from the 

Highland and Speyside regions of 

Scotland, Conciere Scotch is matured 

in oak for smooth flavor. This scotch 

delivers a malty nose with hints of 

orange peel. The palate has a medium 

depth with hints of smokiness and 

sweetness, with a round smooth finish.

40% ABV / 80 PROOF

BRANDY
A delicately clean and dry brandy 

with notes of caramel, wine, oak 

and dried apricot. Perfect as a 

digestif or in a Brandy Alexander. 

40% ABV / 80 PROOF

VODKA
Conciere Vodka originates in the 

heartland of the United States, distilled 

in Missouri using Mid-American, locally 

grown, yellow corn. This gluten free 

Vodka is 6-times distilled resulting 

in a very pure and clean vodka. The 

perfect base for martinis and cocktails. 

40% ABV / 80 PROOF



WHISKEY
Conciere Whiskey is a blend of mid-American 

corn and malted barley. Butterscotch and 

honey introduce the nose to this warm 

whiskey which boasts flavors of oak, vanilla, 

and candied nuts followed with a bold finish.

40% ABV / 80 PROOF

BOURBON WHISKEY
Conciere Bourbon Whiskey is 99% corn 

sourced from Kentucky, Ohio and Indiana, 

1% malted barley, a proprietary yeast, 

and aquifer limestone-filtered water. 

Distilled at lower proof and barreled at 120, 

using less water, creating a more robust 

character. Smooth and sweet bourbon 

characteristics envelope a faint smokiness 

before giving way to a warm finish.

Char levels: #4 toast char on staves, #2 on heads.

Distilled and rested in a brick warehouse 
for an optimal thermal barrier.

40% ABV / 80 PROOF



Conciere Tequilas are crafted in their birthplace, Tequila, 

Mexico at a historic family owned distillery. Distilled from 

the blue agave grown at the foot of the Tequila Volcano 

and pure Mexican cane sugar, Conciere Tequilas are 

clean and smooth, yet traditional, perfect for modern 

cocktails or poured straight.  

GOLD TEQUILA
Robust and woodsy tequila yields flavors of cooked agave 

and dried fruit.

40% ABV / 80 PROOF

SILVER TEQUILA
A smooth and crisp tequila with a long finish full of warm 

notes of fruit and agave.

40% ABV / 80 PROOF



SILVER RUM
A silver rum with a noticeably clean, refined and delicate 

flavor profile.

40% ABV / 80 PROOF

Conciere Rum is produced in Ponce, 

Puerto Rico, at one of the largest and 

oldest family owned and operated rum 

distilleries in the Caribbean. Crafted 

from blackstrap molasses using an 

ultra-modern column system in a facility 

that ensures zero environmental waste. 

Imparted from multiple distillations and 

aged for 1 ½ to 5 years in American white 

oak barrels. Conciere rums are carbon 

filtered, resulting in incredibly smooth 

and versatile spirits.

GOLD RUM
With a classic rum taste, velvety texture and delicious 

notes of vanilla.

40% ABV / 80 PROOF

SPICED RUM
Smooth and robust texture with notes of vanilla, cinnamon 

and caramel, that slowly give way to oak and toasted coffee.

35% ABV / 70 PROOF



TRIPLE SEC
A bar staple, this orange-flavored 

liqueur delivers notes of dried peels 

from bitter and sweet oranges. Enhance 

your margarita or any other cocktail. 

15% ABV / 30 PROOF

AMARETTO
A digestif with vibrant aromas that 

match the almond and sweet marzipan 

flavors of its soft palate. Sweet, yet not 

syrupy which makes it a perfect base for 

classic cocktails like the Amaretto Sour. 

15% ABV / 30 PROOF

COFFEE LIQUEUR
A delicious coffee liqueur with attractive 

aromas of vanilla, chocolate syrup, cold 

brew, coffee bean and sweet butter.

15% ABV / 30 PROOF



American Distilling Co. is a subsidiary of LeVecke Wine, Beer & Spirits, Mira Loma, California.


